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December Product Spotlight

Contact us to learn more about these products -

Metacaulk® 1000 Intumescent firestop sealant is a water-based, flexible, highly 
intumescent sealant designed for use on metal, insulated, fiberglass and plastic pipes. It 
can also be used for top of the wall construction joints, as well as power and telephone 

cables. Sound Transmission Class (STC) rating 62, Tested in a UL 411 wall assembly/section 
to ASTM E90.    

RectorSeal Firestop Sealant

Appleton™ Baymaster™ LED Luminaire

Calbrite’s Expansion/Deflection Fittings couple two sections of Conduit in 
applications that are subject to movement, expansion, contraction, deflection or 

angular / parallel misalignment. Ideal for long conduit runs, and provide excellent 
resistance to damage and corrosion. The ground connection is maintained without 

the need for an external bonding jumper. Its manufactured in type 316 stainless 
steel for increased corrosion resistance, has one piece compact design and angular 
misalignment in any direction to 30°.  The parallel misalignment of conduit axes in 

any direction to 1/4” with 4” maximum longitudinal conduit movement.

Calbrite’s Expansion Deflection Fitting

Category Cables from Commodity Cables
The need for high speed data transfer and the reliability to complete your work is paramount 
to the success of your business.  Category cables come in a rainbow of colors and in both 
shielded and unshielded versions. With several Outside Plant cables, Commodity Cables 
is sure to have the right type of category cable for your every design. Whether you need 
Cat 5 or Cat 6, 6A or beyond, Commodity Cables has the solution.  You can count on us to 
have stock of Commodity Cable’s Cat 5, Cat 6 and Coaxial cables in the FRM Charlotte 
warehouse.

Baymaster™ LED and Baymaster™ HL LED luminaires quick-mount pendant system and 
secondary optics combine innovation, reliability, and versatility to bring you a best in 
class, high bay luminaire. With exceptional efficiency and unbeatable performance, this 
luminaire offers quicker installation speeds and easier maintenance. The Baymaster™ LED 
and Baymaster™ HL LED offer 9K, 15K, 19K, 24K, 30K and 38K lumen levels in two color 
temperatures and three NEMA beam patterns. These enclosed and gasketed fixtures are 
suitable for use in a wide range of hazardous, industrial, wet and corrosive environments as 
well as other areas where flammable gases and vapors are present. 

Now in Stock! 


